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Concrete Delusion - Landmarks and Leftovers

The different appearances of city areas, made through urban planning, architectural and 
social textures, are raising three main questions: How does identity arise from anonymity? 
At what point does the universal become specific? The uniform become unique?

(Re-)arranging, creating and composing the urban space by citizens is based on individual 
and public habits, mostly directed by personal needs and emotions. The results are subtile 
and sustainable modifications of the city architecture and public spaces in their authentic 
and unique appearance.

Masterclass - goals and objectives 

Through visual researches on “landmarks and leftovers” in their subtile and obvious facets, 
the workshop is focussed on on exploring individual “public objects” in their own story of 
function and disfunction.

Visual and theoretical introductions into the main topics of the workshop were followed by 
a 3-hour field exploration in small groups with each participants own photo equipment. The 
personal challenge was to step across the border of „documentary“ photography but act in 
the way of an artist and designer towards perspectives and poits of view.

The intention of the masterclass in “social photography” is to develop the cultural and artis-
tic awareness in (young) peoples minds, to support artistic directions out of different social 
and cultural backgrounds through working on questions towards their own context and 
individual identity through the view of contemporary art.

Masterclass - results and perspectives

After the practical part of the workshop, all photos were transferred and stored in a digital 
common archive. Trough the process of group discussions and theme finding each small 
group‘s selected results were finally presented by their members to the audience of partici-
pants and organizers of the masterclass.

Integrated into and as part of the art project „Concrete Delusion“ the main value of this 
masterclass was to open the photographers‘s and designer‘s minds about their daily urban 
environment and teaching their awareness about contexts of architectual leftovers and 
setting artistic points of views.

The intention is to develop further steps through coming masterclasses and workshops in 
cooperation with new institutional and personal networks through this startup event.
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Group workshop „Benchmarks“
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Group workshop „Borders“
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Group workshop „Graphic“
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Group workshop „Signs“
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